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The Role of Productivity and Prices
Wage Rates

in Forecasting

Gary R. Albrecht and Kurt V. Krueger*

I. Introduction
In litigation involving wrongful death, personal injury and breach of employment contracts, forecasting the wagerate is often a necessary step whencalculating damages.Forecasted future changes in the wagerate are generally attributed to two components, forecasted changes in the productivity of labor and
inflation. ~ The theoretical reason for makingthe wagerate a function of productivity and inflation stems from the neoclassical proposition that the wagerate
is equal to the product of the marginalproductivity of labor and the price of the
output received by the manufacturer. So, when measures of productivity and
inflation are used to justify a growthpath for the future wagerate, they are proxy
variables for, respectively, the marginalproductivity of labor and changesin the
price of the output.
This paper reviews the adequacy of the proxy variables commonlyused for
the marginal productivity of labor and the price of the output by checking to
see if the characteristics of the proxyvariables are similar to the characteristics
of the subject variables. Baseduponthe sectors studied, we concludethat average
productivity is not a goodproxy variable for marginal productivity but, the rate
of inflation is a good proxy for the change in the price of the output. Both of
these conclusions have important implications for a forensic economist. First,
changes in average productivity should not be used to justify changes in real
wages. Second, the practice of forecasting real wagesand discounting by a real
interest rate is legitimate.
In Section II we explain the choice of subject variables and proxy variables
used in the study. In Section III we comparethe subject variables to the proxy
variables and discuss the implications of the results. Wepresent the conclusions
in Section IV.
H. The Subject and Proxy Variables
Here we begin with the neoclassical level of the equilibrium wagerate,
i)

wt = mplt * pot
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where:
wt is the wage rate in time t
mplt is the marginal productivity of labor in time t
pot is the price of the output received by the manufacturer in time t
2Or, writing equation 1) as a rate of change
2)

Awt/wt ~ ~ Amplt/mplt.~ + Apot/pot_~
+ (AmplJmplt.~) * (Apot/pot.a)

rewriting 2) with obvious notation,
% Awt: % Amplt + % Apot -4- % Amplt * % Apot
The general framework of equation 2) (2’) for forecasting industry-wide changes
in wages permeates the forensic economic literature.
(Our concern in this paper
is changes in wages that occur industry-wide. Wedo not consider changes in an
individual’s productivity and wages due to changes in individual circumstances,
such as age, in this paper.) The acceptance of the framework is shown whenever
the growth rate of wages is discussed in terms of the sum of the growth rate of
productivity and inflation; this includes the debate on what real interest rate to
use as the cancellation of prices in wage increases and interest rates relies upon
this framework (see Albrecht and Moorhouse (1989)).
Forensic economists have used the average productivity of labor (output per
hour of labor input) as a proxy for the marginal productivity of labor and inflation
as a proxy for the growth rate of the output price. The question which naturally
arises is whether these proxy variables are appropriate in the sense of having
similar expected growth paths.
A. Subject and Proxy Variables for the Marginal Product of Labor
For a priori reasons the average productivity of labor may not be a desirable
proxy for the marginal productivity of labor. If, for example, there were a capitalusing technological change so that the marginal product of capital increased
relative to the marginal product of labor at a given capital-labor ratio, the marginal productivity of labor would decline and the average productivity of labor
would increase at that capital-labor ratio; the subject variable and the proxy
variable would move in opposite directions.
Movementalong a given capitallabor isoquant would, however, result in average and marginal productivity moving in the same direction. So, a priori we are not certain of the relative behavior
of average and marginal productivity.
Another measure of productivity, which is reported by the federal government
for certain sectors, is multifactor productivity. The multifactor productivity growth
rate is equal to the growth rate of the average productivity of labor adjusted for
the change in capital per hour (capital intensity) to output. In other words,
multifactor productivity indicates the changes in output resulting from shifts of
Sincethe data wewill workwithare discrete wedo not take the derivative of equation1) with
respect to time but rather use the symbolsfor discrete changeand recognizethe interaction term.
Thischoicemakesno substantivedifference.
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the production function as opposed to movementsalong the production function?
This measure mayreflect more accurately changes in the skill and effort of the
workforce.
The subject variable, the marginal productivity of labor, is not measuredby
a federal agency for any industry. By rearranging equation 1) we derive an
equation for marginal productivity. Rearranging gives,
mplt

3)

= wt/pot

or, in terms of rate of growth
4)

Amplt/mplt.1 = ((Awt/wt4) - (ApoJpot4))/(1 + (Apot/pot4))

or

% Amplt = (% Awt- % Apot)/(1 + % Apot)
As data for wt and pot exist, wecan performthis arithmetic to developa historical
series for the marginal productivity of labor. The wagedata weuse in this study
are hourly wages as opposed to hourly compensation which include benefits.
Benefits are to a large extent a fixed cost to the firm of an individual employee
but the meaningof wt in equation 1) is the marginal cost of labor.
B. Subject and Proxy Variables for the Price of the Output
In the application of equation 2)(2’)) in forensic economicsthe inflation
is commonly
used as a proxy for the rate of growth of the price of the output.
This is knownto be a common
practice because wheneverthe real rate of interest
is used in the discounting process, the rate of inflation is being used as a proxy
variable for the rate of growth of the output price; thus the cancellation of
inflation in the wagerate growthand interest rate. The assumptionimplicit here
is that the rate of growthof the output price will be equal to the inflation rate.
Weuse the Producer Price Index (PPI) for the sector to measure the price
that the manufacturer receives for the output. And, we use the ConsumerPrice
Index (CPI) to measure inflation.
III. Comparison
Results
Wecheck the legitimacy of using average productivity and multifactor productivity as proxy variables for marginal productivity and of using inflation as
a proxy for the price of the output by comparingtheir historical behavior. The
comparisonincludes the calculation of the historical meanof the rate of change
of the subject and proxy variables. Then, using tests of statistical significance,
weform an opinion as to whetherthe historical samplemeanof the rate of change
of the proxy variable can be considered to be the meanof the rate of change of
the subject variable and, whether the two populations can be considered to have
the same mean. The first test, whether the meanrate of change of the subject
variable is equal to the historical samplemeanof the rate of changeof the proxy
a For a technical

explanation of the multifactor

productivity

index see Mark and Waldorf (1983).
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variable, is relevant whenthe forensic economist desires to use the historical
sample meanrate of change of the proxy variable as the forecast of the subject
variable. This methodof forecasting is legitimate whenthe series are stationary
(there are no long-term trends in the series), whenit is assumedthat there will
be no structural shifts, and, whenit is accepted that the meanof the subject
variable is the samplemeanof the proxy variable. Also wecheck if the population
meansare equal. If the population meansare not equal the estimate of the mean
of the proxy variable should not be used as the estimate of the meanof the
subject variable. Finally, we consider the correlation between the proxy and
subject variable. Thecorrelation wouldbe of interest if a forecast of the path of
the growth were desired. This section will illustrate, by using three specific
sectors, howthe comparisons maybe made.
The three sectors we used are steel (SIC 331), motor vehicles and equipment
(SIC 371), and manufacturing. The three-digit sectors were chosen based upon
the availability of the multifactor productivity index. The multifactor productivity index project for three-digit sectors beganrecently and the data werefirst
madeavailable for SIC 331 and SIC 371. The data used in the study are annual
from 1958 through 1987. The years used are dictated by the availability of the
multifactor productivity index. The PPI, wagerate, average productivity index
and multifactor productivity index for each sector and the CPI are reported by
the Bureauof Labor Statistics.
A. Table I
Table I contains the meanof the actual growth rate of wages and the mean
of the growth rates of wages which are calculated using proxy variables. The
equations whichwere used to calculate the percent change in wagescorresponding
to the columnsof Table 1 are:
5)

% Awt = % Aaplt + % ACPIt + % Aaplt * % ACPIt

6)

% AW t

7)

% Awt = % Aaplt + % APPIt + % Aaplt * % APPIt

8)
where:

% Aw, = % Amfpt + % APPIt + % Amfpt * % APPIt

~

% Amfpt + % ACPIt + % Amfpt * % ACPIt

%Awtis the percent changeof wagesin the particular sector in time t,
% Aaplt is the percent change in the average productivity of labor in the
particular sector in time t,
%ACPItis the inflation rate in time t,
% Amfpt is the percent change in multifactor productivity in the particular
sector in time t, and,
%APPIt is the percent change in the PPI in the particular sector in time t
FromTable I we see that the meanof the percent change of actual wagesover
the period from 1958 to 1987 in the manufacturing sector is 5.52. This amount
is 231 basis points lower than the meanof the percent change in wages when
calculated by using the average productivity and the CPI, 7.83. The difference
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Table 1
on Percent Change in Wages1958-1987
Calculatedby Using

Actual
Wage
Data
Manufacturing Sector
Meanof Percent Change
Correlation With Actual
SIC 331
Meanof Percent Change
Correlation With Actual
SIC 371
Meanof Percent Change
Correlation With Actual

MultiMultifactor
Average factor
Average ProductivProductiv- Productiv- Productiv- ity and
ity and
ity and
ity and
PPI 371
CPI (equa- CPI (equaPPI 371 (equation
(equation7)
tion 5)
tion6)
8)

5.52
1.0

"b
7.83
c.587

’b
7.06
c.590

ab
7.78
~
.590

’b
7.01
c.591

5.61
1.0

8.14"
-.073

6.83
.047

a8,22
-.073

6.95
.067

5.83
1.0

’b
8.71
.295

6.58
.286

’b
8.63
.297

6.53
2.88

a Reject the null hypothesis that the meanof the percent changeof the actual series is
this numberin a two-tailed t-test at the .05 level of significance.
b Reject the null hypothesis that the meanof percent change of this series is equal to
the mean of percent change of actual wagein a two-tailed t-test at the .05 level of
significance.
Reject the null hypothesisthat the correlation coefficient is equal to 0 in a two-tailed
t-test at the .05 level of significance.
between the two numbers is such that we would reject the null hypothesis that
the mean of the percent change of actual wages is 7.83 using a two-tailed t-test
at the .05 level of significance; it would not be reasonable to contend that the
mean of the percent change of actual wages is 7.83. Wereject the possibility of
using 7.83 as the forecast of the future mean of the percent change of actual
wages in the manufacturing sector. Further, the difference between the population means of the two series is statistically different than zero at a .05 level of
significance. The fact that the population means of the two series are statistically
different implies that a forecast for the percent change in wages in manufacturing
based upon a forecast of the average productivity of labor in manufacturing and
a forecast of the CPI would not be a logical forecast of the actual percent change
in wages.
For the other methods of calculating
the percent changes in wages in the
manufacturing sector the results are the same as when the average productivity
and CPI are used. Wereject the hypothesis that the mean of the percent change
of the actual wages is equal to the sample mean of the percent change of the
other methods. And, the difference between the mean of the actual percent change
in wages and the mean of the percent change when calculated by the other
methods is significantly different at the .05 level.
Also in the manufacturing sector, we see that the correlation between the
actual percent change in wages and the percent change in wages when calculated
by using the average productivity and the CPI is .587. This degree of correlation
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is statistically different than zero at the .05 level of significance. So, although
the two series have different means, they do movetogether to someextent.
Remainingon Table I but movingto the steel sector (SIC 331), we reject the
null hypothesis that the meanof the actual percent change in wagesis equal to
the sample meanof the percent change in wages whencalculated by using the
average productivity of labor and the CPI. But, we accept the null hypothesis
that the meanof the percent change of actual wagesis equal to the meanof the
percent change of wages calculated by using average productivity and the CPI.
Similar conclusions are reached whenaverage productivity and the PPI are used
for the calculation. Whenmultifactor productivity is used in the calculations,
the null hypotheses concerning the value of the meanare accepted. Weaccept
the null hypothesisthat the correlation statistic is equal to zero.
The final sector considered on Table 1 is motor vehicles and parts (SIC 371).
The results for this sector are similar to SIC 331 except that for SIC 371 we
reject the null hypotheses that the meansof the populations are equal.
In Table I the null hypotheses concerningthe level of the meanof the percent
change in wages are rejected several times. In Table 2 the percent change in
wages is broken downinto its components of productivity changes and price
changes. This breakdownwill allow us to determine more precisely the reason
for the rejection of the null hypotheses.
B. Table 2
Table 2 reports the mean percent change in the productivity measures and
the price measures. In the manufacturing sector, the meanof percent change in
the marginal productivity of labor is 1.18. (The marginal productivity series is
calculated by using equation 4’).) The meanof percent change in average productivity in this sector is 2.85. Wereject the null hypothesis that the meanof
percent change of marginal productivity is equal to 2.85. However,weaccept the
null hypothesis that the meanof percent changein marginal productivity is equal
to the meanof percent change of multifactor productivity. Weaccept the null
hypotheses concerning the relationship between marginal productivity and multifactor productivity. For the other two sectors, SIC 331 and SIC 371, the relationships amongthe measures of productivity are the same as for the manufacturing sector; wereject the null hypothesis that the meanof the percent change
in marginal productivity is equal to the historical sample meanof the percent
change in average productivity but we accept the other null hypotheses. The
movementof the measures of productivity are, in general, related (in SIC 331
the relationship is negative wheresignificant).
Withrespect to the meanof percent changein prices, in each sector weaccept
both null hypotheses: the meanpercent change in PPI is equal to the sample
meanof the percent change in CPI and, the meanpercent change in the PPI is
the same as the meanpercent change in the CPI. Further, in all three sectors
the PPI has movedwith the CPI.
C. Implications of Comparison
In none of the sectors considered in this paper can we appropriately use the
sample meanof the percent change of wagescalculated with average productivity
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Table 2
Statistics on Percent Changein Productivity and Prices 1958-1987

Manufacturing Sector
Meanof Percent Change
Correlation With Actual
SIC 331
Meanof Percent Change
Correlation With Actual
SIC 371
Meanof Percent Change
Correlation With Actual

Marginal
Productivity

Average
Productivity

Multifactor
Productivity

PPI

CPI

1.18
1.0

~
2.85
c.481

2.12
c.562

4.47
1.0

4.89
c.914

.82
1.0

~
3.18
-.303

1.90
c-.436

5.02
1.0

4.89
c.648

2.15
1.0

·3.73
c.488

1.68
c.466

3.69
1.0

4.89
c.912

a Reject the null hypothesis that the meanof the percent changeof the actual series is
this numberin a two-tailed t-test at the .05 level of significance.
b Reject the null hypothesis that the meanof percent changeof this series is equal to
the mean of percent change of actual wage in a two-tailed t-test at the .05 level of
significance.
Reject the null hypothesisthat the correlation coefficient is equal to 0 in a two-tailed
t-test at the .05 level of significance.

as the mean of the actual percent change in wages. Thus, even if it is assumed
that the generating process is stationary (a questionable assumption judging
from the autocorrelations),
the sample mean of the percent change of wages of
the series calculated by using average productivity should not be used as a forecast
of the mean of percent change in actual wages. Also, in each sector, comparing
the mean of percent change of average productivity to the mean of percent change
of marginal productivity reveals that the sample mean of average productivity
is not the mean of the percent change of marginal productivity.
This is an
important result because it means that for these sectors there is no justification
for using the sample mean of average productivity as a forecast of marginal
productivity.
Multifactor productivity performed better than average productivity
when
used in the calculation of the percent change in wages and when compared directly
to marginal productivity. In two of the three sectors it would be justifiable to
use multifactor productivity in lieu of marginal productivity.
In each sector the mean of the percent change in the PPI can be estimated
using the sample mean of the percent change in the CPI. And, in each sector the
means of the percent change in the PPI can be considered to be the same as the
mean of the percent change of the CPI. The movement of the individual PPI is
highly correlated with the movement of the CPI. These results have important
ramifications for the forensic economist. Whencalculating the present value of
a future wage it is commonin forensic economics to multiply the current wage
by productivity (a real growth factor) and divide the product by the real interest
rate. The reasoning is, of course, that the inflation factor which affects the increase
in wages cancels out with the inflation factor in interest rates. This cancellation
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is only valid when the economist can contend that the future percent change of
the price of the particular sector is the same as the future percent change of’ the
overall price index. Also, the contention that future changes in real wages will
be equal to changes in productivity implies the contention that the future changes
in the price of the output and inflation are the same.
IV. Conclusions
The justification
for referring to the productivity of labor when estimating
future growth rates of labor presumably stems from the neoclassical explanation
for the level of wage rates. The productivity in the neoclassical explanation is of
course the marginal productivity of labor. In forensic economic applications
average productivity is sometimes used as a proxy for marginal productivity and
overall price indices are used as proxies for the price the manufacturer receives
for the output.
In this paper we studied three sectors in order to check the legitimacy of using
average productivity and multifactor productivity as proxies for marginal productivity and using the rate of inflation as a proxy for the rate of change in the
price of the output. Weconclude that average productivity is not a good proxy
for marginal productivity, that multifactor productivity serves as a better proxy
average productivity and, that inflation is a good proxy for the price of the output.
For these sectors the use of inflation as a proxy is legitimate and thus the common
practice of using the real growth rate of wages and the real interest rate is
reasonable.
The overriding message from the study is that it should not be assumed that
average productivity is a good proxy for marginal productivity. It is thus necessary
to confirm, using historical data, that average productivity can be used as a proxy
for marginal productivity. This confirmation process requires the calculation of
the historical marginal productivity series. However, once one has calculated the
historical marginal productivity series there is every reason to use the series to
forecast marginal productivity rather than using the historical average productivity series as a proxy for the historical marginal productivity series.
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